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And I fell in love with Pudhiya Tendral for the first time, for which I am grateful to him and did
not get tired of admitting it. To admit that I am in love with him is not very flattering, but,
unfortunately, this is a common thing for him. Once we met on the street. We met and talked.
Pudha did not hide the fact that he was in love with me, and I, in turn, would not mind getting to
know him better, but the situation did not allow us to do this. Now, thanks to this song "O Sakha",
which I listened to on the Internet, I realized how dear he is to me, how much I love him. It was
this song that finally bridged the gap between me and Pudha. But it's not just this song. Thanks to
this song, I learned that the song I translated for Pudya is called "Saat oleyi namungan" ("What
happened to you"), the lyrics of the song are written in a language that is not so easy to learn,
even if you know the language in Great. Pudya Tendralu sings in the Kalmyk language. True, it is
not easy to learn it, you need to do exercises. I did everything, but so far I have not been able to
learn it the first time. Therefore, to the best of my ability, I present here recordings of words and
music in Russian and Kalmatian. I am again in the Frontier, as on that blessed, on that beautiful,
most touching day for me, when Pud called. What a pity that we could not see him after his
refusal! There are days when everything changes. The world is going crazy. So I got into this
situation. On the day that changed everything for me, I met Pudhu Tendrala. ...Dream. My eyes
are closed, but I see, hear and feel everything. Very good. (I hear him, and I hear his voice that
speaks to me.) What happened to you, what happened? What is your soul sad about? Don't hide! I
see everything! My palms rolled to your thighs Your hands. Horror seizes me. I open my eyes.
Well, here you are.
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